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Letters to the Editor. 
[The Editor does not hold himself responsible. for 

opinions expre8sed by his correspondents. Neit~er 
can he undertake to return, nor to corre8pond with 
the writers of ref ected manuscripts intended for this 
or any other 'part of NATURE. No notice is taken 
of anonymous communications.] 

The Problem of Stellar Luminosity. 
I ASK your permission to reply to the arguments 

brought forward by Prof. Milne (NATURE, Mar. 22) 
against my treatment of the p~oble~ of_ st~llar 
luminosity. The outcome of mr m_vest1gat10n IS a 
formula which predicts the lummos1ty of 8: star of 
given mass and radius (or mass and effective tem
perature ). I have followed the co!Ilmon procedure of 
first employing special a~sumptwns to ma1:.:e the 
mathematical answer definite, and then removmg the 
assumptions by calculating the effe?t. of the greatest 
admissible variation from the cond1t10ns adopted as 
standard-thus obtaining what is equivalent to a 
probable error of the prediction. The _calculations of 
luminosity must, of course, b e considered in con
junction with these estimates of probable er~or.. I 
think that the discussion in " Internal Const1tut1on 
of the Stars " of all known sources of uncertainty is 
exhaustive ; and I conclude that the error is not so 
great as to impair the practical value of the formula. 
I have shown that differentially the result agrees 
excellently with observation, but absolutely it makes 
all the stars about ten times too bright. In view of 
this remaining discordance, I have_ been as eager as 
my critics in searching for P?Ss1ble loopholes_ or 
complications. If Milne's scrutmy brought to hg~t 
any new possibility I should be gr_ateful ; but h~s 
criticism is not of this type. He claims that there 1s 
a fundamental inadequacy in my method, so that not 
even a rough value can be computed in this way. 

In my deduction I employ those laws and con
clusions of pure physics which are generall~ 8:cceptl:d 
as trustworthy. I think that most physicists 'Yill 
assent to my including among these ~h_e conclusion 
that matter in the usual stellar cond1t1ons of tem
perature and density behaves as a perfect (or slightly 
superperfect) gas-notwithstanding ~he doubts of my 
friend Sir James Jeans. But there 1s one result that 
as yet ought only to be used tentativelf, namely,_the 
physical calculation giving the absorp~1~n coefficient 
or opacity of matter in stell_ar cond1t10~s. . If w_e 
accept it, my formulre determine the lummos1ty ; ~f 
we mistrust it, the application of my f?rm~lre 1s 
inverted and we use the observed lummos1ty to 
determi~e the intrinsic opacity of the material in the 
interior. In the opening I?aragraph C!f his l_ong l\'! onthly 
Notices R.A.S. paper, Milne p~oclaims hIS mam con
clusion that it is not possible to mfer from the observed 
masses, luminosities, and temperatures _the value of 
the absorption coefficient for the stellar mtenor ; and 
in his letter to NATURE he puts the same challenge_in 
the converse form, denying the dependence of lumm-
osity on internal opacity. . 

Now the greater part of Milne's letter is occupied 
with a problem which is only indirectly rela~ed to my 
investigation, namely, the problem of supplymg e~ergy 
(presumably from sub-atomic sources! at a suitable 
rate to maintain the star in an approximately steady 
state for vast periods of time. . I think I_ was the first 
to insist on the difficulty of this regulat10n of supply 
(NATURE, Mar. 21, 1925, p, 419; May 1, 1926, Supp.). 
Many dilemmas similar to tho~~ touched on b~ Mi~ne 
are collected and surveyed in Internal <?onst1~utIC!n 
of the Stars", Chap. xi. But these d1f'.ficult10s 
reaching a satisfactory theory of evolution and m 
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accounting, for example, for t~e He~tZSfrung-Russ_ell 
diagram, do not concern my mvestigatwn o_f _ l~m
osity, which depends only on the present eq~1hbnum. 
Milne complains that my scheme of equat10ns does 
not automatically provide that L = .f,dM s~all be 
satisfied. Of course, it does not. As well might he 
demand that the equations by which the flow of water 
in a main is calculated from the head of pressure 
should automatically control the mac_hinery C!f the 
pumps. (It is not very clear whether m referrmg to 
contracting stars Milne takes to mean the actual 
rate of liberation of sub-atomic energy or the rate 
from a fictitious distribution of sources which he 
introduces in a formulation of the cooling problem ; 
with the latter meaning L = fidM is automatically 
fulfilled without reference to my equations .) My 
equations refer to ordinary equilibrium and they are 
indifferent as to whether the slow secular changes 
proceed with a time-scale of a million or a thousand 
million y ears. . 

Only at one point do considerations of evolut10n 
and energy-supply impinge on my theory of stellar 
luminosity. If fully known, they _would enabl~ us to 
assign an exact value to a certam factor ("' m my 
formulre ,, in Milne's version), which depends on the 
relative distribution but not on the magnitude of the 
energy sources. As it is, we leave this fac_tor un
determined within limits ; the extreme range 1s about 
2½: I, and this is included in the uncertainty of 
prediction abC!ve-~en~ioned . . T~;1s . t~e one ~eally 
vital sentence m Milne s letter 1s, S1m1lar considera
tions show that the luminosity of a star cannot be 
even roughly independent of the relative distri_!mtion 
of energy-sources". That is to say, a and 'l. have 
unrestricted range. This throws over a conclus10n on 
which Milne, Jeans (" Astronomy and Cosmogony", 
p. 101), and I had all r~ache_d agreement. I1;ste~d of 
following up this assertion with the exI?ect~d Justifica
tion, he proceeds to argue that the lummos1ty depends 
on the radius. (As this is what my formulre ass~rt, 
I have no need to dissent.) It is strange that Milne 
should leave his most essential assertion unsupported 
both in his letter and in his longer paper. It is strange 
that he should think it unnecessary to say why he 
rejects my calculation of the amount of dependence. 
Strangest of all, he treats with equal contempt his 
own paper on "Stellar Equilibrium and the Influence 
of the Distribution of Energy-production" (Monthly 
Notices, R.A.S., vol. 87, p. 708). . . 

Finally, I can scarcely agree that Pr?f. Milne h~s 
disproved my conclusion that the uramum model 1s 
unstable. His objection is that physically a_ star cannot 
" contract indefinitely " ; sooner or later it must find 
a (contracted) configuration of equilibrium. By the 
same argument Humpty Dumpty's position on the 
wall was not unstable ; ultimately he found a new 
configuration of equilibrium. A. S. EDDINGTON. 

Observatory, Cambridge, 
Mar. 17. 

The Relation of Fluidity of Liquids to Temperature. 
NONE of the formulre proposed for the effect of 

temperature upon the viscosity of liquids :11-a:i secur~d 
general acceptance, in the sense of perrmttmg satis-
factory comparison of liquid~. . . 

In the shearing over umt area definmg viscous 
resistance, we may suppose at any moment an 
equilibrium between undeformed ~n<l: def?rmed m~le
cules to which the Boltzman d1stnbut10n function 
appli~s. This leads to an expression relating fluidity 
to temperature of the form 

k 
log¢= -T+C, 
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